
 

Sims 4 President Mod izabber

is up to scratch at all okay yes it still sucks it doesnt even do proper sc2 in game support i already knew when i bought this that it
would be a step down but not that big of a step down.i kinda doubt this will ever be patched at all as its a mod for 4. i think they
will end up pulling all the assets and just making another game to sell in the future. im sorry but its a big let down - - - Updated -
- - Originally Posted by Dogzilla It is not a patch for the game, it is a game called Counter Strike! Lol it doesn't even do proper
sc2 support. This is a shooter game. he needs to learn his place and stop being such a anit-mainstream n00b. I didn't buy this for

main-SC2 support. I just bought it because I like co-op games and I wanted to try them. I also don't think this is anti-
mainstream. Originally Posted by Fattyball Do you even know how to play the game? You can't fix the game by bringing back

players. This doesn't do SC2 support... You can still play the game with this mod but it doesn't do the actual game itself.
Originally Posted by Dioramis He doesn't even understand his own post, which is the least you can expect from a noob. But...it

has co-op support. Originally Posted by SuperNova
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sims 4 president mod The Sims 4 - Mod Review #18 - President - My
First President - Mod The Sims 4 President - Mod Review #18 - The
President - My First President - Mod. Video tutorial where you will
learn how to make the President in The Sims 4. How to Become
President: en.simsthemor How to become president: ru.simsthemor. The
Sims 4 - Mod Review #15 - President - My First President - Mod The
Sims 4 - Mod Review #15 - The President - My First President - Mod
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